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Abstract: The effects of electroshocking treatment (EST) direction on microstructure and hardness of
TC11 alloy (Ti-6.5Al-3.5Mo-1.5Zr-0.3Si) were investigated. The results indicated that the temperature
of specimens under EST along the transverse direction (T-EST) was higher than that under EST along
the vertical direction (V-EST). The studies reveal the higher quantity of needle-like α martensite (αM)
phases precipitated in the specimen in the case of T-EST as compared with V-EST, with a more uniform
distribution of αM phases. The average Vickers hardness of specimens under T-EST and V-EST with
0.06 s were 349.3 HV and 360.8 HV, respectively, which showed an obvious increase compared to
the untreated specimen. The increase in hardness was ascribed to the dispersion strengthening of
needle-like αM phase, and the dispersion strengthening effect on the specimen under T-EST with
0.06 s was more obvious than on the other specimens, which was caused by a large number of evenly
distributed nucleation areas for the precipitation of the αM phase and uniform distribution of the αM

phase. The results indicate that a different treatment direction of EST can promote the formation of
different microstructures in TC11 alloy, which demonstrates that the effect of EST cannot be simply
equated with heat treatment at the same temperature.

Keywords: electroshocking treatment (EST); titanium alloy; temperature; microstructure; hardness

1. Introduction

TC11 alloy (Ti-6.5Al-3.5Mo-1.5Zr-0.3Si in wt%) is a typical α+β dual-phase titanium
alloy with excellent thermal strength below 500 ◦C. Due to high strength, excellent creep
resistance, and good thermal stability, TC11 alloy is widely used in the manufacture of
important aviation structural parts such as compressor disks, blades, and bladed disks [1–7].
The mechanical properties of alloys are very important to their applications [8–13]. To
modify the microstructure and improve the mechanical properties of titanium alloys,
researchers utilized different treatment methods on alloys, such as heat treatment [14,15],
shot peening treatment [16], laser shock peening [17], electromagnetic treatment [18],
and electric pulse treatment [19–21]. Studies on the evolution of microstructure and the
mechanical properties of the titanium alloy under different treatment methods are essential
to its practical application.

Electric pulse treatment applied to titanium alloy has been documented in many works
recently as a quick and effective processing approach. Konovalov et al. [22] investigated
the effect of electro pulse treatment of titanium alloy VT1-0 on the change of its fatigue
life, structure, and phase composition; the results indicated that electric pulse treatment
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improves the fatigue life by 1.3 times which ascribes to the decrease of probable spots
of crack origination owing to less internal stress concentrators in the surface layer of
the material. Zhao et al. [23] prepared the ultrafine-grained Ti-6Al-4V alloy with high
mechanical properties in both strength and elongation from equal channel angular pressing
with a following electric pulse treatment and discovered that the elongation of the samples
treated with pulsed electric current and annealing was considerably increased by 66.5% and
20.8%, respectively, while the strength remained relatively high. Ma et al. [24] carried out
an electric pulse treatment to replace the traditional heat treatment in the thermal-hydrogen
treatment of cast titanium alloy; the results indicated that the lamellar β phase is broken into
spherical shapes and uniformly distributed in the matrix and that the cast titanium alloy
was significantly strengthened after a pulsed thermal hydrogen treatment. Gao et al. [25]
investigated the effects of electric pulse treatment on microstructures and mechanical
properties of hot-rolled Ti-6Al-4V alloy and discovered that the specimen under an electric
pulse treatment at 800 ◦C for 20 min with the smallest grain size of 200 µm showed the
best dynamic ductility in the dynamic compression test. Lu et al. [26] explored the effects
of electric pulse treatment on the microstructure evolution, mechanical properties, and
crack healing of intermetallic Al3Ti alloys. Compressive stress–strain curves demonstrated
that the failure strains of Al3Ti alloy increase under both the electric pulse treatment and
conventional heat treatment conditions, while the increment of failure strain of Al3Ti alloy
treated with electric pulse treatment is higher than that treated with conventional heat
treatment. Yan et al. [27] applied a novel surface electric pulse treatment to generate local
phase transformation strengthening on the surface of EBM Ti-6Al-4V while simultaneously
repairing the pores in the hardened zone; the surface micro-hardness was enhanced by 36%
from ∼260 HV0.2 to ∼355 HV0.2 when electric pulse treated for 120 ms.

Electroshocking treatment (EST), as a kind of optimized electric pulse treatment, shows
unique advantages in improving microstructure and mechanical properties [28–30]. Xie
et al. [31] found that EST can be used to repair defects in directed-energy-deposited Ti-
5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-1Zr near-β titanium alloy, and the porosity of the specimen decreased
significantly from 0.81% to 0.1% after EST. Song et al. [19] investigated the effects of differ-
ent parameters’ processes on the fatigue life of TC11 alloy, and the results showed that the
low-cycle fatigue life of the alloys increased 22.5% by the appropriate EST. Xie et al. [32]
investigated the resistivity of TiB/Ti-2Al-6Sn before and after EST and found that the
resistivity increased first and then decreased with the increase of EST time. Liu et al. [33]
investigated the evolution mechanism of grain boundaries in TC11 alloy after EST and
indicated that the proportion of high angle misorientation grain boundaries in α phase
increased from 23.16% before EST to 76.61% after 0.06 s EST, which was caused by the
accumulation of low angle misorientation grain boundaries at the α/β phase boundaries
to form high angle misorientation grain boundaries. Wen et al. [34] characterized the mi-
crostructure of near-β Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-1Zr alloy with thin-wall structures manufactured
with laser melting deposition (LMD) before and after EST and concluded that EST could
increase the microhardness, the yield strength, and the tensile strength. Guo et al. [35]
studied the effects of EST on the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties of
Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-1Zr alloy formed with directed-energy deposition and found that the
average hardness of the specimen decreased from 426 HV to 316 HV, but fracture strain
increased significantly under an EST time of 0.04 s, which was attributed to the uniform
dispersion of the α phase along grain boundaries and inside the β grains.

Different from traditional heat treatment, EST shows distinct directionality. However,
little research about the influence of EST direction on the microstructure and mechanical
properties of titanium alloys was reported. This work focuses on the influence of different
EST directions on the microstructure and hardness evolution of TC11 alloy, which gives
guiding significance for studying the influence of current direction on titanium alloy.
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2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. EST Experiment and Specimen Preparation

The schematic diagram of the EST experiment is depicted in Figure 1a. The specimen
is placed between two copper electrodes with pulse voltage carried on through the trans-
former, and the pulse signal is collected by the oscilloscope. The raw rod material of TC11
alloy with a diameter of 17 mm was obtained from Baoji Titanium Industry Co., Ltd. (Baoji,
China), which was obtained with hot extrusion, and the chemical composition is shown in
Table 1. The raw rod material was processed into cylindrical specimens with 5 mm in diam-
eter and 10 mm in height from wire-electrode cutting, as shown in Figure 1b. Two groups
of specimens, No. 1 and No. 2, were processed into cylinders along the transverse and
vertical directions, respectively. Then the polished surface specimen was placed between
two electrodes of the EST equipment, making sure that the electrodes are in close contact
with both the top and bottom surfaces of the cylinder specimen. The computed current
density is 2.14 × 104 A/cm2, while the current amplitude through the specimen under EST
is 4.2 × 103 A. Subsequently, the specimens were treated with EST in the transverse (T-EST)
and vertical (V-EST) directions. The surface oxide layers of specimens were removed
with abrasive papers and the corresponding specimen numbers are listed in Table 2. The
temperature variations of the specimens were monitored with an infrared thermal imager
(Fotric-220) with a response wavelength of 8–14 µm as shown in Figure 1a. The temperature
curves were obtained from FotricAnalyzIR software. The distance between the infrared
thermal imager and the specimen was 20 cm, and the measurement temperature was 20 ◦C.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of EST; (b) Machining schematic diagram of group No. 1 and No. 2;
(c,d) Characterization area of group No. 1 and No. 2; the square of 1 × 1 mm in the middle area is
selected for SEM characterization (rectangle area), and the red points are selected for hardness test
(red point).
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Table 1. The chemical composition of TC11 alloy (wt.%).

Al Mo Zr Si Ti

5.8–7.0 2.8–3.8 0.8–2.0 0.20–0.35 others

Table 2. EST time and specimen number.

Material EST Time Specimen Number

Group No. 1 0 s V-EST0
Group No. 2 0 s T-EST0
Group No. 1 0.02 s V-EST2
Group No. 2 0.02 s T-EST2
Group No. 1 0.04 s V-EST4
Group No. 2 0.04 s T-EST4
Group No. 1 0.06 s V-EST6
Group No. 2 0.06 s T-EST6

2.2. Microstructure Characterization

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was utilized to characterize the microstructure
variation. Before being made into standard metallographic specimens, the No. 1 group
of specimens was cut along the central axis of cylinders (Figure 1c), and the No. 2 group
of specimens was cut along the section at half-height of a cylinder (Figure 1d) with wire-
electrode cutting. The characterization area was ground with abrasive papers from 240
to 4000 grits, successively, then polished by the OPS solution mixed with H2O2 (VOPS:
VH2O2 = 3:2). After being polished, the specimens were cleaned using the ultrasonic method
in ethanol for 10 min. SEM (JSM-IT800) was applied to characterize the microstructure
variation of these two group specimens under a voltage of 20 kV and a work distance of
15 mm. To further analyze the microstructure evolution during EST, Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS) was used to analyze the element distribution in specimens while
treated with different direction EST.

2.3. Hardness Test

The Vickers hardness of specimens was tested by HUAYIN HV-1000A (Laizhou
Huayin Test Instrument Co., Ltd., Laizhou, China). Before hardness testing, the mea-
surement areas of the specimen were polished. The measurement of 4 vertices of the square
of 1 × 1 mm in the middle area was adopted to measure the hardness shown in Figure 1c,d.
The applied load was 500 N with a holding time of 10 s.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Temperature Variation of Specimen

Temperature is an important issue discussed in the research of EST, and the influence
of temperature on the microstructure is crucial. The temperature variation of specimens
under different direction EST are shown in Figure 2. Different wavelengths monitored
during EST correspond to different emissions. Different wavelengths monitored during
EST correspond to different emissions. Due to the range of the infrared wavelength used in
the infrared thermal imager being 8–14 µm, the emission reference range of 0.15–0.23 is
selected for the temperature calibration of titanium alloys [36]. As shown in Figure 2a,b,
the temperature of specimens increased sharply in a short time and then decreased to room
temperature. It can be observed from Figure 2c that the voltage amplitude is 7200 mV. The
time of each cycle is 0.02 s, and the interval between two adjacent waveforms is 0.01 s, as
shown in Figure 2c. As shown in Figure 2d, the maximum temperature of T-EST2, T-EST4,
T-EST6 are 581.1 ◦C, 926.9 ◦C, 1270.5 ◦C for 0.15 emission and 495.9 ◦C, 805.8 ◦C, 1114.3 ◦C
for 0.23 emission, respectively. The maximum temperature of V-EST2, V-EST4, V-EST6
are 504.3 ◦C, 822.0 ◦C, 1250.5 ◦C for 0.15 emission and 427.4 ◦C, 711.7 ◦C, 1096.4 ◦C for
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0.23 emission, respectively, as depicted in Figure 2d. It can be found that the maximum
temperature of T-EST2 and T-EST4 is higher than that of V-EST2 and V-EST4. The maximum
temperature of T-EST6 shows no obvious difference from T-EST6. Different temperatures
correspond to different microstructure evolutions in specimens after different direction EST.
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As shown in Figure 3, the temperature distribution around the specimens at the maxi-
mum temperature is received from the infrared thermal imager data corrected with Fotric-
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AnalyzIR software. Under the same environmental condition, the higher the Joule heat gen-
erated by EST, the greater the thermal radiation energy. As depicted in Figure 3a–f,a1–f1,
the thermal radiation energy of T-EST2 and T-EST4 is higher than that of V-EST2 and
V-EST4, respectively, indicating that the temperatures of T-EST2 and T-EST4 are higher
than that of V-EST2 and V-EST4, respectively. The thermal radiation energy of T-EST6
shows no significant difference from that of V-EST6. The phenomenon is consistent with
the temperature variation depicted in Figure 2d. The results conclude that the Joule heat
effect of EST is not only related to time but also to the direction.
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3.2. Microstructure Characterization

The increase of specimen temperature under EST inevitably affects the evolution of
microstructure. As depicted in Figure 4a,e, the microstructure of V-EST0 and T-EST0 is
consisted of the lath primary α phase (αp) in black and β phase in white before EST, and
acicular αs phase (seen in Figure 5 clearly) is distributed in β phase. These α and β phases
were distributed along the V-EST direction (Figure 1c) because of the extrusion of the raw
material. To study the influence of EST direction on microstructure, the same characteriza-
tion sections of group No. 1 (Figure 1c) and No. 2 (Figure 1d) were selected for comparison.
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The microstructures of V-EST0 and T-EST0 are similar due to the same characterization
section. When the T-EST is carried out for 0.02 s, the microstructure variation of V-EST2 and
T-EST2 is not significant (Figure 4b,f) and the lath-like αp phase gradually transforms into
equiaxed αp phase. The equiaxed phenomenon is more obvious in T-EST2 which is ascribed
to the higher temperature of T-EST2 during EST (in Figure 3d,d1). As the EST time increased
to 0.04 s, the area of β phase increased (shown in Figure 4c,g). The energy concentration in
V-EST4 and T-EST4 during EST increased the temperature of the specimens significantly.
The specimen temperature range of V-EST4 (711.7–822.0 ◦C) and T-EST4 (805.8–926.9 ◦C)
reached the α→ β phase transition point as EST of 0.04 s [29]. Hence, the decrease in black
area (αp phase) in T-EST4 is more obvious than that of V-EST4, which indicates that more
αp phases in T-EST4 transform into β phase compared with that in T-EST4. The αp phases
in T-EST2 and T-EST4 show a more obvious equiaxed shape. When EST time increased to
0.06 s, it can be found that the more obvious phase transformation in V-EST6 and T-EST6
occurs, depicted in Figure 4d,h. The main reason is that the maximum temperatures of
V-EST6 (1096.4–1250.5 ◦C) and T-EST6 (1114.3–1270.5 ◦C) exceed the temperature of the
β phase transformation point; both αp phase and β phase undergo phase transformation,
and then a large number of needle-like αM phases are precipitated during cooling. The
morphology of αM phase cannot be observed because of the low magnification of Figure 4,
which will be characterized and discussed in Figure 5. The phase transformation process
under the action of EST was reported in previous work [29]. The microstructure evolution
of alloy is related to the solution temperature and the cooling rate during heat treatment.
Comparing the microstructures of V-EST6 and T-EST6 shown in Figure 4d,h, different
microstructures are formed under different EST directions with the same time, but the
temperature of V-EST6 and T-EST6 shows no obvious difference. The αp areas (black area)
in T-EST6 is equiaxed which is more than obviously lath αp areas (black area) in V-EST6.

According to the phenomenon described in Figure 4, it can be concluded that the
effect of EST is different from the heat treatment. Comparing the Figure 4d with Figure 4h,
it can be observed that the black areas (equiaxed areas) in T-EST6 are more than that of
V-EST6. The black area exists in lath shape in V-EST6. However, the temperature of V-EST6
and T-EST6 displays no obvious difference during EST, and the V-EST6 and T-EST6 are all
cooled in air. The different microstructures of V-EST6 and T-EST6 show that the effect of
EST cannot be attributed to Joule heat simply but also the direction of EST.

As shown in Figure 5, high magnification SEM images display the phase transforma-
tion of αs to β. It can be observed in specimens of V-EST0 and T-EST0 that the acicular αs
phase distributes in β phase (Figure 5a,e). With the EST time increased to 0.02 s, the acicular
αs phase in V-EST2 and T-EST2 shows no obvious variation in Figure 5b,f. While EST
time increased to 0.04 s, some acicular αs phases in V-EST4 and T-EST4 began to transform
into β phases (elliptical area), depicted in Figure 5c,g, and its length decreased and width
increased [37]. It can be concluded that the acicular αs phase gradually transforms into β

phase with the increase of EST time. As depicted in Figure 5d,h, it can be found that a large
number of needle-like αM phases are precipitated in V-EST6 and T-EST6. The precipitation
area of αM phase is mainly distributed in the αp phase area. Comparing Figure 5d,h,
the precipitation density of αM phase in T-EST6 is denser than that in V-EST6. The area
where αp phase was located before EST is the precipitation area of the αM phase, shown
in Figure 5d with Figure 5h. However, it is found that the αp areas in T-EST6 are larger
than that of V-EST6, comparing Figure 4d with Figure 4h, which provides the possibility
precipitation of more αM phase. As the EST time increases to 0.06 s, the temperature rises
sharply in a short time (resulting in the temperature over that of the β phase transition).
After cooling in the air, the fine needle-like αM is precipitated [38].
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(c) V-EST4; (d) V-EST6; (e) T-EST0; (f) T-EST2; (g) T-EST4; (h) T-EST6.

Phase transition is accompanied by the diffusion of elements [38]. The element dis-
tribution of specimens is characterized via EDS under different EST directions. Because
V-EST0 and T-EST0 are carried out before EST and the characterization sections are the
same, the results of the specimen element distribution are similar. As shown in Figure 6,
the specimen mainly contains Ti, Al, Mo, Zr, and Si elements, in which Al is the stable
element of α phase, Mo is the stable element of β phase, and Zr and Si are neutral elements.
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Less Mo elements and more Al elements are distributed in the αp phase area, and more
Mo elements and fewer Al elements are in the β phase area. The Zr and Si elements are
evenly distributed. The clear dividing line (marked by a dotted line) between Mo and
Al elements at the α/β phase interface can be observed. To further explore the element
distribution of specimens under different EST directions, the distributions of Mo and Al
in V-EST2, V-EST4, V-EST6 and T-EST2, T-EST4, T-EST6 are shown in Figure 7. As an EST
time of 0.02 s applied, the distribution of Mo and Al elements in V-EST2 and T-EST2 show
no obvious variation (Figure 7a,b), mainly because the temperature of EST is not enough
to promote the obvious phase transformation in the T-EST2 and V-EST2. When EST time
increased to 0.04 s, the temperature in V-EST4 and T-EST4 exceeded the temperature of
α phase transition due to energy concentration. The Mo and Al elements in V-EST4 and
T-EST4 begin to diffuse, as shown in Figure 7c,d, and form an element transition area
at the interface (marked with a dotted rectangle). The result is consistent with some αp
phase in V-EST4 and T-EST4 transforming into β phase, shown in Figure 4c,g. Increasing
EST time to 0.06 s, a higher temperature formed in V-EST6 and T-EST6 during EST which
promoted the drastic phase transformation between α and β phases. The Mo and Al
elements diffuse, as depicted in Figure 7e,f, and the clear element distribution dividing line
becomes blurred, which cannot be observed at the αp/β interface (marked with a dotted
rectangle). The study has shown that the diffusion of Mo from β phase to α phase promotes
the precipitation of αM phase [29] and that the addition of Mo promotes the precipitation
of a nano-martensite phase, increasing the volume fraction of martensite [39]. Different
from the V-EST6, the diffusion phenomenon in T-EST6 is more obvious. The phenomenon
can be confirmed in Figure 4d,h; the number of αM phases precipitated in T-EST6 is more
than that in V-EST6, and the distribution of αM phases is more uniform than V-EST6 which
indicates the phenomenon of element diffusion accompanied by phase transformation is
more obvious in T-EST6. The results indicate that the phase transformation of TC11 alloy
under different direction EST is accompanied by different degrees of element diffusion.
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3.3. Hardness Variation

To explore the influence of different EST directions on the mechanical properties of
TC11 alloy, the Vickers hardness of specimens under different direction EST was tested.
The four points in the middle area (shown in Figure 1c,d) are used to conduct the Vickers
hardness test. As shown in Figure 8, the average Vickers hardness (calculated as the average
value of four points) of V-EST0, V-EST2, V-EST4, and V-EST6 are 339.5 HV, 322.7 HV,
323.3 HV, 349.3 HV, respectively, and the average Vickers hardness of T-EST0, T-EST2,
T-EST4, and T-EST6 are 324.2 HV, 303.3 HV, 307.0 HV, 360.8 HV, respectively. As shown
in Figure 8, the microstructure transformation in V-EST2, T-EST2, V-EST4, and T-EST4 is
not obvious compared to V-EST0 and T-EST0, but the variation of phase constitution still
exists [37]. The average Vickers hardness of V-EST2, T-EST2, V-EST4, and T-EST4 show a
slight drop which is attributed to the obvious phase transition of the acicular αs to β. As
the EST time increased to 0.06 s, the grains are refined. The Hall–Petch relation states that
the material’s yield strength increases with decreasing average grain size, and the study
shows that the strength of titanium alloy may be increased by reducing the grain size [40].
The average Vickers hardness of V-EST6 and T-EST6 is improved. The precipitated fine
needle-like αM phase plays the role of dispersion strengthening.
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Figure 8. The average Vickers hardness variation of specimens under different direction EST, and the
points represent the hardness values.

By comparing the average Vickers hardness values of specimens under different
direction EST, it can be found that the decrease in average Vickers hardness values of
T-EST2 and T-EST4 is 20.9 HV and 17.2 HV compared to T-EST0, and the decrease in
average Vickers hardness values of V-EST2 and V-EST4 is 16.8 HV and 16.2 HV compared
to V-EST0. The decrease in average Vickers hardness values of T-EST2 and T-EST4 is more
than that of V-EST2 and V-EST4, correspondingly, indicating that the transformation of α
to β phase in T-EST2 and T-EST4 is more intense than that of V-EST2 and V-EST4. This
phenomenon is consistent with the microstructure described in Figure 4. It can be observed
that the content of α phase (black area) in T-EST2 and T-EST4 is less than those of V-EST2
and V-EST4, indicating that more α phase undergo phase transformation. The decrease
of acicular αs phase leads to the weakening of the strengthening effect. In Figure 8, the
average Vickers hardness value of T-EST6 is higher than that of V-EST6, which is closely
related to the microstructure. As shown in Figure 4d,h, more αp area for the precipitation of
αM phase in T-EST6 can be observed. The needle-like αM phase in T-EST6 is more dispersed
compared to V-EST6. It can be found that more precipitation of αM phase is shown in
T-EST6, which are distributed discretely. The result leads to more αM phase precipitation
and uniform distribution in T-EST6. Therefore, the dispersion strengthening effect of αM
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in T-EST6 (increase of 36.6 HV) is more obvious than that of V-EST6 (increase of 9.8 HV)
which leads to a higher average Vickers hardness.

The obvious differences in Vickers hardness (Figure 8) and microstructure (Figure 4d,h)
between V-EST6 and T-EST6 can be observed, and the mechanism diagram of αM phase
transformation under the action of different EST directions is illuminated. The resistivity
of α phase is greater than that of β phase, and the resistivity decreases when the trans-
formation of α to β phase occurs [41–43]. Therefore, a different EST direction will cause
different temperature variations on TC11 specimens. As shown in Figure 9a,b, the blocking
effect (red area in αp phase) of acicular αp phase on the current in the specimen under
T-EST is more obvious than that of the specimen under V-EST due to the difference of the
first action area of different direction EST, resulting in a higher specimen temperature than
that of a specimen under V-EST with the same EST time. The result is consistent with
Figures 2 and 3, and the temperatures of T-EST2, T-EST4, and T-EST6 are higher than that of
V-EST2, V-EST4, and V-EST6, respectively. Moreover, the αp area in the T-EST6 (Figure 4h)
is more than that of V-EST6 (Figure 4d) due to the different EST direction, and the αp area
in the T-EST6 is equiaxed. With the increase of EST time, the α phase is gradually equiaxed
under the action of V-EST, as shown in Figure 9c, while the α phase decomposed into a
small α area phase under the action of T-EST depicted in Figure 9d. When the temperature
of EST exceeds the β phase transition point, the αp area is the location where the αM phase
precipitates in the process of rapid cooling. More αp area in T-EST6 makes it possible for
more αM phase precipitation. As the temperature of EST exceeds the β phase transition
point, the precipitation density of αM phase in T-EST is higher, and the distribution is more
uniform compared to that of V-EST (in Figure 9e,f) which results in the specimen’s average
Vickers hardness of T-EST being higher than that of V-EST. Different phase transformation
occurs inside the specimen as EST is only different in the direction applied, which results
in a different microstructure and mechanical property.
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4. Conclusions

The effect of different EST directions on microstructure and hardness of TC11 alloy
were investigated. Some important results were obtained.

(1) The temperature variation of the specimens under T-EST is higher than that of
V-EST with the same EST time, which results in the transformation of αs to β phase after
T-EST and V-EST with 0.04 s and the precipitation of massive αM phases as the T-EST and
V-EST time increases to 0.06 s.

(2) The number of αM phases precipitated in a specimen with T-EST for 0.06 s is greater
and the distribution is more uniform compared with that of a specimen with V-EST for
0.06 s. The main reason is that T-EST direction promotes the formation of equiaxed αp areas
which results in the precipitation of a large number of αM phases with uniform distribution.

(3) The average Vickers hardness of specimens under T-EST and V-EST with 0.06 s
increases from 339.5 HV and 324.2 HV to 349.3 HV and 360.8 HV, which were ascribed to
the dispersion strengthening effect of a needle-like αM phase. The dispersion strengthening
effect of a specimen under T-EST with 0.06 s is more obvious due to the large number and
uniform distribution of precipitated αM phase.

(4) As EST with the same time acted on a specimen, the blocking effect of αp phase
relative to T-EST is higher than that of V-EST which results in a higher Joule heat and more
intense transformation of αp to β phase. When Joule heat exceeds the temperature of β
phase transition, more equiaxed αp phase areas under T-EST lead to a precipitation of a
large number of αM phases which distributes uniformly.

This work indicates that the effect of EST on TC11 alloy cannot be simply attributed
to the influence of temperature which proves that EST is directional and different from
traditional heat treatment. A different EST direction can promote the formation of different
microstructures of TC11 titanium alloy, which provides a new idea for manipulating the
microstructure and properties of titanium alloys and theoretical guidance for other studies
on the influence of EST direction on the microstructure of titanium alloys.
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